
                                   
 

Questions to the Mayor 

Mayor's Question Time, 18 January 2018 

PRIORITY ORDER PAPER 

 

 

Knife Crime 
Question No: 2018/0171 
Shaun Bailey  
Are you doing enough to reduce knife crime? 

Hate Crime (1) 
Question No: 2018/0308 
Peter Whittle  
Between 8th May 2016 and 31st October 2017 the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) recorded 
257 Hate Crime Robberies, 85 Hate Crime Burglaries, 33 Hate Crime Vehicle offences and 58 
Hate Crime Drug offences. Can the Mayor give further information on how these offences are 
recorded as hate crimes? 

Manifesto pledge on clean air 
Question No: 2018/0090 
Caroline Russell  
In your election manifesto you promised to "restore London's air quality to legal and safe 
levels". When will you achieve this? 

Knife crime incidents on New Years Eve 
Question No: 2018/0239 
Unmesh Desai  
Four families in London ushered in the New Year with the tragic news that a loved one had 
been murdered by someone using a knife. How can we use all the power of City Hall and our 
communities in 2018 to strengthen our efforts to tackle this scourge? 

Rail Fare Increase 
Question No: 2018/0230 
Tom Copley  
Do you agree that it is time for rail fares to be pegged to the Consumer Price Index rather than 
the outdated Retail Price Index which, this year, represents an additional 1% increase in fares? 
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Room sizes 
Question No: 2018/0154 
Andrew Boff  
How will your density guidelines affect room sizes? 

TfL Efficiencies 
Question No: 2018/0159 
Keith Prince  
How much more "flab" is there to cut at TfL? 

HMICFRS - Metropolitan Police Child Protection Inspection and post-
inspection updates 
Question No: 2018/0001 
Caroline Pidgeon  
HMICFRS stated in a recent report into child protection that the Met is now successfully 
highlighting weaknesses in its child protection practice, but that senior leaders were not using 
this information to improve the provision of its child protection service.  What are you doing to 
improve this police service. 

Winter pressures in the NHS 
Question No: 2018/0279 
Onkar Sahota  
The latest NHS statistics show that Hillingdon Hospital (66.2%) and London North West (65%) 
in my constituency had the highest percentage of patients spending over 4 hours in major A&E 
departments in London. The NHS Winter Crisis currently affecting London was predicted, 
avoidable and should have been planned for. This crisis is, in the view of many, of the 
Government's making.  The Kings Fund, the British Medical Association (BMA), the Royal 
College of Nursing (RCN) and NHS Providers had warned the Government throughout 2017 
about the impending crisis and action needed to avoid the situation. It seemingly fell on deaf 
ears. On 2nd January 2018, recognising that the situation was now at crisis point, the 
Government postponed all non-urgent surgery to relieve pressure on the beds but this will 
come at unmeasurable individual cost.  Does the Mayor have further details of any planning 
that took place in London to prepare for the predicted extra workload and did the £335m 
allocated for London in the Autumn budget to help with winter pressures come in time? 

Met Investigation Policy 
Question No: 2018/0262 
Andrew Dismore  
Reports suggest the Met has issued  directions  that officers will not investigate crimes 
including public order offences, shoplifting and low-level assaults if officers are required to 
look at CCTV for more than 20 minutes; and that offences such as vandalism, vehicle crime and 
fuel theft will not be pursued if the cost of the damage or amount taken is less than £50. Were 
you consulted and do you agree with the policy? 
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Waltham Forest street trees 
Question No: 2018/0157 
Andrew Boff  
Waltham Forest is cutting down street trees and you have failed to plant the 2 million trees you 
promised (http://www.sadiq.london/the_environment/ ). Is the environment safe in your 
hands? 

#BehindEveryGreatCity campaign 
Question No: 2018/0278 
Joanne McCartney  
How will you judge the success of your #BehindEveryGreatCity campaign? 

Met Police detention incidents attributed to mental health issues 
Question No: 2018/0298 
Navin Shah  
What percentage of Met Police detention incidents in the last year were attributed to mental 
health issues? 

Green Areas in London 
Question No: 2018/0309 
David Kurten  
Why have you invented a new term called ‘green cover’ which is different to ‘green open 
space’, the conflation of which may confuse Londoners, as it appears to me that true green 
open space is set to drastically decrease in your Draft London Plan? 

Tackling Homelessness in London 
Question No: 2018/0231 
Tom Copley  
How will the Mayor's 'No one needs to sleep rough in London' campaign and new London 
Homeless Charities Group contribute to reducing homelessness in the capital? 

Ultra Low Emission Zone 
Question No: 2018/0158 
Gareth Bacon  
Why have the public costs associated with the introduction of the Ultra Low Emission Zone 
Extension to the North and South Circular not been published yet? 

Small and medium enterprises in London 
Question No: 2018/0307 
Fiona Twycross  
How will your Economic Development Strategy support SMEs in London? 
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Mayor's plans to tackle violent extremism 
Question No: 2018/0240 
Unmesh Desai  
What are you looking to improve by announcing a new work programme designed to tackle 
violent extremism? 

Heating in Barking Riverside flats 
Question No: 2018/0156 
Andrew Boff  
200 residents of Barking Riverside have the prospect of their heating and hot water being shut 
off at the end of January due to the supplier threatening to walk off the site. What actions will 
you take to resolve this issue and ensure that the situation doesn't reoccur? 

Biodiversity in the London Plan 
Question No: 2018/0214 
Leonie Cooper  
Will you commit to setting a clear target that new development should secure a net increase in 
Biodiversity in the final London Plan? 

[Note: The following are priority questions, but not in proportional order.] 

London Plan and Community Involvement 
Question No: 2018/0276 
Nicky Gavron  
There is welcome emphasis in the Draft London Plan on community involvement, and that 
areas should be regenerated in collaboration with local communities, involving a broad 
spectrum of groups and individuals, to develop a shared vision for their area. This is very 
relevant given the growing dissatisfaction experienced by local communities because of their 
lack of control over decisions which affect their lives.  It's therefore important that communities 
have more than just a voice but also a role giving them greater agency.  

In this context, it is very welcome that, in your policy for Opportunity Areas (SD1), you will 
"provide support and leadership for the collaborative preparation and implementation of 
planning frameworks" and that those planning frameworks "must be prepared in a collaborative 
way with the local communities and stakeholders." (para 2.1.4)  

Would you similarly include in Policy SD10 a commitment to helping to develop discrete and 
relevant planning frameworks for the Strategic Areas for Regeneration (Figure 2.19, page 95) 
particularly as they include the most stressed and under-resourced communities in London? 

Food insecurity 
Question No: 2018/0306 
Fiona Twycross  
What action will you take this year to prevent food insecurity in London? 
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Estate regeneration guidance 
Question No: 2018/0091 
Sian Berry  
What actions have you taken to respond to feedback from the Assembly and Londoners asking 
you to make sure that residents have a final say on estate regeneration plans? 

 

Questions not asked during Mayor’s Question Time will be given a written 
response by Tuesday, 23 January 2018. 

 
 
QUESTIONS FOR WRITTEN ANSWER: 
 

MOPAC - knife crime seed funding 
Question No: 2018/0002 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please list each of the organisations which successfully bid for funds from MOPAC's £250,000 
knife crime seed funding.  Please also provide details of the amount provided and the reason 
for the scheme. 

Metropolitan Police - Child protection (1) 
Question No: 2018/0003 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What was the average caseload for each SCO17 Sexual Offences, Exploitation and Child Abuse 
(SOECA) unit officer in 2017? 

Metropolitan Police - Child protection (2) 
Question No: 2018/0004 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How many hours of child safeguarding training do officers receive per year? 

Idling of vehicles 
Question No: 2018/0005 
Caroline Pidgeon  
On 16th November 2017 I asked: What action are you taking to encourage motorists to stop 
their engines from idling?  Will you please respond to this question in a timely manner? 
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London Stadium contract - seating 
Question No: 2018/0006 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Clause 15.6 of the contract signed between the LLDC and West Ham United suggests that 
LLDC is only obliged to provide a capacity of 50,000 seats for West Ham United games.  This 
would save a considerable amount of money in moving seats.  Is this something that you have 
looked into?  

Metropolitan Police - low level offences 
Question No: 2018/0007 
Caroline Pidgeon  
The Times newspaper has recently reported that the Metropolitan Police Service will drop 
investigations into low-level offences.  How does this fit with your proposals to reduce 
antisocial behaviour? 

Restorative Justice (1) 
Question No: 2018/0008 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Under the Victim Code of Practice, victims are entitled to be told about restorative justice.  
How many victims of crime in 2016/2017 and in the first 2 quarters of 2017/2018 were made 
aware of restorative justice?  Please break this down by quarter. 

Restorative Justice (2) 
Question No: 2018/0009 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Since awarding the pan-London restorative justice contract to Restore: Catch 22 and partners' 
consortium in August 2016, how many victims accessed restorative justice?  How many 
restorative justice cases have been concluded and how many are underway? 

Restorative Justice (3) 
Question No: 2018/0010 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What steps are you taking to monitor and evaluate restorative justice contracts and when will 
this information be published? 

Restorative Justice (4) 
Question No: 2018/0011 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What steps are you taking to meet the Government's Restorative Justice Action Plan 2016-
2018? 
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Major Events Oversight Board 
Question No: 2018/0012 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In September 2017 I asked the following questions: 

When did the Major Events Oversight Board last meet?  Where are the minutes for these 
meetings available? 

When reviewing the criteria of suitability for events in London, how do the Major Events 
Oversight Board take the impact on local areas into account? 

Neither have been answered.  Please expedite responses for both. 

MOPAC - Dedicated Ward Officers 
Question No: 2018/0013 
Caroline Pidgeon  
MOPAC's Quarterly Report stated that the Met aims for each of the 629 wards in London to 
have at least two Dedicated Ward Officers (DWOs) by December 2017. Please can you list the 
number of DWOs currently in place by borough?. 

Knife Crime - Redthread funding 
Question No: 2018/0014 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Youth work charity Redthread would like to extend their coverage to Homerton, Lewisham, 
Northwick Park, Croydon, and Newham hospitals.  Will you confirm that you will fund the roll 
out of the Redthread programme to each of these hospitals?  If so, when will this funding be in 
place? 

Met Police ICT 
Question No: 2018/0015 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide a list of all of the digital programmes, including their cost, that the Metropolitan 
Police Service has stopped in 2017. 

Met Police - Computer operating system (1) 
Question No: 2018/0016 
Caroline Pidgeon  
I understand that the Metropolitan Police Service upgraded a significant number of computers 
using Windows XP to Windows 8 in 2016, despite Windows 10 being available.  Why was the 
latest version of the operating system not upgraded to? 
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Met Police- Computer operating system (2) 
Question No: 2018/0017 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Will all of the Metropolitan Police Service computers that currently use XP be upgraded directly 
to Windows 10 from now on? 

Russia Today advertising on the London Underground 
Question No: 2018/0018 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In answer to question 2017/4201 you stated that you have asked TfL to look again at whether 
advertising by Russia Today could have breached TfL's existing advertising policy and to 
examine whether the advertising policy needs updating.  What has been the outcome of these 
actions? 

Freemasons in the Metropolitan Police Service 
Question No: 2018/0019 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Do you believe the recent concerns expressed by Steve White, the current chair of the Police 
Federation, that freemasons are thwarting progress of women and BAME people within the 
police service should be investigated? 

Transparency in the Metropolitan Police Service 
Question No: 2018/0020 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Should the Met Police promote trust through transparency by having a compulsory public 
register of interests including membership of organisations such as the freemasons? 

Delays on the London Underground due to overcrowding 
Question No: 2018/0021 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please publish a table showing for each tube line the number of incidents of tube delays due to 
overcrowding for each year since 2012 

Closure of the District Line and the West London Overground line on the 
same weekend 
Question No: 2018/0022 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Will you reconsider the track closures on the London Overground between Clapham Junction to 
Willesden Junction on the weekend of the 24th to the 25th February 2018 coinciding with the 
closures of the District Line between South Kensington to Edgeware Road to Ealing 
Broadway/Richmond/Wimbledon, and from Earl's Court to Kensington (Olympia).   While 
recognising the need for track closures do you accept that closures of two lines serving such a 
large part of west London should not coincide? 
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Hammersmith Bridge (1) 
Question No: 2018/0023 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Is the Mayor aware that in answer to a recent Freedom of Freedom Information request 
Hammersmith and Fulham Council have refused to publish their recent in-depth survey of the 
state of Hammersmith Bridge on grounds that such information might affect the security of the 
bridge?  Considering TfL’s long standing support for significantly funding the strenthening of 
the bridge to improve bus services as confirmed by previous Mayoral Questons such as 
2017/4906 do you consider it acceptable for Londoners to largely fund the repair and 
strengthening of a bridge where the information about the real state of the bridge is not being 
made known to the public?     

Hammersmith Bridge (2) 
Question No: 2018/0024 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Cabinet papers from Hammersmith and Fulham Council from December 2014 relating to 
strengthening and refurbishment of Hammersmith Bridge indicated that TfL was willing to 
provide £23.5 million for such work and that the work would be implemented by July 2016.   
What is TfL's understanding of why this work was not completed and what are the current 
plans for this work? 

W12 bus service (1) 
Question No: 2018/0025 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please state the reasons why TfL decided to reduce the frequency of the W12 bus route from 
three to two buses an hour throughout the day. 

W12 bus service (2) 
Question No: 2018/0026 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What steps are TfL taking to monitor the impact for bus users, especially those that need to 
access Whipps Cross Hospital, from the recent decision to reduce the frequency of the W12 bus 
route from three to two buses an hour throughout the day. 
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Implementation of the London Plan relating to the provision of electric 
charging points 
Question No: 2018/0027 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In answer to Question 2017/1691 in March 2017 you stated that GLA officers have sought to 
collect data on EV charging points through the London Development Database but have not 
received the required agreement from two-thirds of London Boroughs that would make it a 
requirement for them to supply the information. 

Please state (1) which London Boroughs have failed to provide information about their 
implementation of Section 6.13 of the London Plan relating to the provision of electric 
charging points in new developments, and (2) what overall progress has the GLA made in 
monitoring the implementation of this important policy in the London Plan. 

Answering of Mayoral Questions 
Question No: 2018/0028 
Caroline Pidgeon  
At the time of submitting this question the GLA website states that there are 391 Mayoral 
Questions which remain unanswered.  What steps are you taking to ensure that Mayoral 
Questions are answered within two weeks? 

Fatal stabbings in London 
Question No: 2018/0029 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please publish a table showing for each year since 2000, (1) the number of teenagers, and (b) 
the number of people, who have been fatally stabbed in London. 

Bus Safety Summit (1) 
Question No: 2018/0030 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide me with a list of the names of the organisations (1) invited to  

attend TfL's 14 November 2017 bus safety summit, and (2) those that attended. 
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Bus safety summit (2) 
Question No: 2018/0031 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide me with copies of each presentation made by the following  

TfL officials at the 14 November 2017 "Bus Safety Summit":  

1. Transport Commissioner  

2. Deputy Mayor for Transport and TfL Board Member 

3. Managing Director, Surface Transport 

4. Director of Rail and Sponsored Services 

5. Director of London Trams 

Bus safety summit (3) 
Question No: 2018/0032 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide me with a copy of each presentation made by the  

representatives of these private companies at the TfL 14 November 2017  

"Bus Safety Summit"  

1. Seeing Machines  

2. Abellio  

3. Balfour Beatty 

Tramlink 
Question No: 2018/0033 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Item 33/06/17 of the Minutes of the 26 June 2017 Meeting of the Safety,  

Sustainability and Human Resources Panel states "An audit of First Group's  

fatigue management processes had taken place, these were found to be  

satisfactory and did not give rise to any concerns."  Please provide me with a copy of this audit 
and all correspondence and documentation associated with it. 
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My Taxi and Gett 'instant hail" (1) 
Question No: 2018/0034 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Is a My Taxi or Gett "instant hail" classed as a pre-booked job, meaning a licensed green badge 
taxi driver can accept an immediate "instant hail" via the app anywhere in England and Wales? 

My Taxi and Gett 'instant hail" (2) 
Question No: 2018/0035 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please state whether a My Taxi or Gett "instant hail" taxi app job is classified as a telephone or 
online booking, therefore subject to a £2 extra charge in line with TfL's taxi fare tariff chart? 

Dial-a-Ride (1) 
Question No: 2018/0036 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please state the total number of complaints Dial-a-Ride has received for each year since 
2010/2011. 

Dial-a-Ride (2) 
Question No: 2018/0037 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide for each borough, broken down by month, how many trips were made, refusals, 
cancellation and service cancellations there were for all periods since May 2016. 

Croydon Tram Crash 
Question No: 2018/0038 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In answer to Question 2016/4512 you stated that any information relating to past reports of 
dangerous tram operations on Tramlink in the 12 months prior to the fatal crash on the 9th 
November 2016 will be made available once the investigation has been completed.  Will you 
ensure this information is now published? 

Leasing of London Underground trains (1) 
Question No: 2018/0039 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please state how many London Underground trains are currently owned by TfL and how many 
are currently leased. 
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Leasing of London Underground trains (2) 
Question No: 2018/0040 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please set out the expected payments that TfL will have to make in subsequent years to cover 
its decision to start leasing London Underground trains? 

Leasing of London Underground trains (3) 
Question No: 2018/0041 
Caroline Pidgeon  
The selling and then leasing back of London Underground trains to help finance the purchase 
of future London Underground trains is ultimately a form of borrowing.  Please set out why 
alternative forms of lending, including borrowing from the European Investment Bank, were 
not considered, or were ruled out as option for TfL. 

Leasing of London Underground trains (4) 
Question No: 2018/0042 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What assessment process has TfL undertaken to ensure that its decision to start selling London 
Underground trains and then leasing them back is the cheapest option for farepayers and the 
taxpayer in the years ahead? 

The Mayor's Tour of the Indian Subcontinent 
Question No: 2018/0043 
Peter Whittle  
To ask the Mayor what was the total cost of his tour to India and Pakistan in December 2017? 

The Massacre at Amritsar 
Question No: 2018/0044 
Peter Whittle  
I note the 6 December 2017 wire from Reuters, which details the Mayor's latest foray into the 
field of international relations. In that despatch, the Mayor calls on the British Government to 
apologise for the massacre at Amritsar in the Punjab in 1919 and states: "I'm clear that the 
government should now apologise, especially as we reach the centenary of the massacre. This is 
about properly acknowledging what happened here and giving the people of Amritsar and India 
the closure they need through a formal apology." What response has the Mayor received from 
Her Majesty's Government? 
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Liam Allan 
Question No: 2018/0045 
Peter Whittle  
I was most concerned to learn of the collapse of the case against student Liam Allan at Croydon 
Crown Court on 14 December 2017, after it transpired that the Crown Prosecution Service and 
the Metropolitan Police failed to disclose evidence which would have cleared the defendant 
some two years before his trial. The more I learn about this case and the actions of those 
involved, the more disturbed I am. I would like to know a), whether disciplinary proceedings are 
contemplated against any police officer in respect of this case; b), what was the outcome of the 
Met's own investigation into this case and c), what lessons has the Met learned from this case? 

Hate Crime (2) 
Question No: 2018/0046 
David Kurten  
What were the total number of crimes recorded between 8th May 2016 and 31st December 
2017? 

Hate Crime (3) 
Question No: 2018/0047 
David Kurten  
What were the total number of hate crimes recorded between 8th May 2016 and 31st 
December 2017? 

Hate Crime (4) 
Question No: 2018/0048 
David Kurten  
How many hate crimes recorded between 8th May 2016 and 31st December 2017 had prima 
facie evidence of an aggravating factor and how many did not have prima facie evidence of an 
aggravating factor? 

Hate Crime (5) 
Question No: 2018/0049 
David Kurten  
What percentage of crime recorded between 8th May 2016 and 31st December 2017 was 
flagged as a hate crime? 

Hate Crime (6) 
Question No: 2018/0050 
David Kurten  
How many non-crime hate incidents were recorded between 8th May 2016 and 31st December 
2017? 
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Hate Crime (7) 
Question No: 2018/0051 
David Kurten  
How many hate crimes between 8th May 2016 and 31st December 2017 resulted in (i) an 
arrest, (ii) a charge, (iii) a prosecution and (iv) a conviction? 

Hate Crime (8) 
Question No: 2018/0052 
David Kurten  
During 8th May 2016 and 31st October 2017 the majority of Hate Crimes recorded by the MPS 
were Public Order Offences of which one out of six were anti-religious offences. I note that 
Section 29J of the Public Order Act 1986 gives protection of freedom of expression, which 
includes the right to ridicule, insult or abuse religions and beliefs. Could you explain how MPS 
takes this legislation into account when investigating hate crimes deemed as anti-religious? 

Hate Crime (9) 
Question No: 2018/0053 
David Kurten  
Is a Hate Crime Public Order Offence a high-level Mandatory Crime (Hate Crime) or low-level 
(Public Order Offence) crime that will be assessed out under the recently announced Crime 
Assessment Policy? 

Hate Crime (10) 
Question No: 2018/0054 
David Kurten  
Why does the MPS group together Hate Crime and Domestic Violence as a single category 
when they are very different crimes? 

Hate Crime (11) 
Question No: 2018/0055 
David Kurten  
If a member of the public reports a burglary as a hate crime, will this be classed as a high-level 
crime or will it be assessed out? 

Crime 
Question No: 2018/0056 
Peter Whittle  
Can the MPS give a full list of low-level offences that it will no longer investigate under the 
new crime assessment principles? 
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Taxicard 
Question No: 2018/0057 
David Kurten  
Operated by London Councils, the London Taxicard scheme provides subsidised door to door 
journeys in licensed taxis and private hire vehicles for London residents who have serious 
mobility or visual impairments. This helps people who find using public transport very difficult 
or impossible - such as the blind or those unable to walk. I oppose any reduction in funding for 
this scheme. The proposed cut of 13% in 2018/19 and a 1%, 0% and 3% increase in the level 
of Taxicard funding in subsequent years represents significant real terms cuts to services, 
taking account of inflationary fares increases. This will have a direct impact on service users - 
some of the most vulnerable and disadvantaged people in London. I would therefore ask the 
Mayor if he can reconsider any reduction in TfL's contribution to this scheme?. 

Cycle Superhighway Costs (1) 
Question No: 2018/0058 
David Kurten  
What will be the cost of constructing CS9? 

Cycle Superhighway Costs (2) 
Question No: 2018/0059 
David Kurten  
What will be the cost of constructing CS4? 

Grooming Gangs (1) 
Question No: 2018/0060 
David Kurten  
How many arrests have been made in London of members of grooming gangs? 

Grooming Gangs (2) 
Question No: 2018/0061 
David Kurten  
How many people are currently under investigation for being members of grooming gangs? 

Grooming Gangs (3) 
Question No: 2018/0062 
David Kurten  
How many girls do you estimate have been victims of grooming gangs in London over the thirty 
year plus period they have been known about in the UK? 
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Grooming Gangs (4) 
Question No: 2018/0063 
David Kurten  
How many girls do you estimate are currently being controlled or enslaved by grooming gangs 
in London? 

BAME 
Question No: 2018/0064 
David Kurten  
What is your definition of BAME? - does it include non-British white people such as Poles, 
Spaniards, Australians and Russians, or not? 

Gender Pay Gap (1) 
Question No: 2018/0065 
David Kurten  
In your recent study of gender pay differentials at City Hall, did you classify people who 
identify as women, but who have male anatomy and chromosomes as men, or as women? 

Gender Pay Gap (2) 
Question No: 2018/0066 
David Kurten  
In your recent study of gender pay differentials at City Hall, how did you classify people who do 
not identify as men or women? 

London's Energy (1) 
Question No: 2018/0067 
David Kurten  
What percentage of London's electricity comes from renewable sources? 

London's Energy (2) 
Question No: 2018/0068 
David Kurten  
What percentage of London's electricity comes from burning wood pellets in Drax, Lynemouth 
and other power stations? 

London's Energy (3) 
Question No: 2018/0069 
David Kurten  
What are London's annual and daily electricity requirements (in TWh or GWh))? 
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London's Energy (4) 
Question No: 2018/0070 
David Kurten  
What is London's electricity power requirement (in GW)? 

Electric Vehicles (1) 
Question No: 2018/0071 
David Kurten  
How many electric vehicles (taxis, buses, private cars and others) do you anticipate operating in 
London by (i) May 2020, (ii) May 2024? 

Electric Vehicles (2) 
Question No: 2018/0072 
David Kurten  
How much electrical energy (in MWh) will be required each day to charge all of the electric 
vehicles anticipated in London by (i) May 2020, (ii) May 2024? 

Electric Vehicles (3) 
Question No: 2018/0073 
David Kurten  
Norway, the world's largest market for electric vehicles, recently announced that it will be 
cutting tax concessions and incentives to buy electric vehicles after realising that their heavier 
weight causes more damage to roads than conventional vehicles. It has also been hypothesised 
that more PM2.5's are generated by brake and tyre wear from electric vehicles due their heavier 
weight. (http://www.soliftec.com/NonExhaust%20PMs.pdf and 
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2017/03/particle-pollution-from-electric-cars-
could-be-worse-than-from-diesel-ones/ .)Have you considered the potential of extra road 
damage and production of PM2.5's in your plans to encourage electric vehicles? 

Elizabeth Line Extension (1) 
Question No: 2018/0074 
David Kurten  
The Draft London Plan mentions extending the Elizabeth Line from Abbey Wood to Ebbsfleet. 
What will be the cost of this and who will fund it? 

Elizabeth Line Extension (2) 
Question No: 2018/0075 
David Kurten  
How many existing homes will be compulsorily purchased and demolished if the Elizabeth Line 
is extended from Abbey Wood to Ebbsfleet? 
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Elizabeth Line Extension (3) 
Question No: 2018/0076 
David Kurten  
What is the proposed route for extending the Elizabeth Line from Abbey Wood to Ebbsfleet, 
and where can these proposals be viewed by local residents in Belvedere, Erith, Slade Green 
and other affected communities? 

Acid Attacks 
Question No: 2018/0077 
Peter Whittle  
I was somewhat startled to read in the Daily Mail on 21 December 2017 that Stephen Timms, 
the Member of Parliament for East Ham, has claimed that acid attack threats have made parts 
of London 'no go areas'. ( http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5199605/Acid-attack-
threats-make-parts-London-no-areas.html). Is Mr Timms correct in this assertion? 

Freemasons and the Police 
Question No: 2018/0078 
Peter Whittle  
I was quite concerned to read in The Guardian on 31 December 2017 to read Steve White, the 
retiring chair of the Police Federation, claim that Freemasonry was preventing 

the progress of women and ethnic minorities in policing. What assessment has the Metropolitan 
Police made of Mr White's statement? 

TfL Finances 
Question No: 2018/0079 
David Kurten  
I was concerned to read the ITV report on 3 January 2018 that 'cash-strapped transport bosses 
plan to sell part of the London Underground fleet and lease it back to raise money for new 
tube trains. Transport for London hopes the deal will raise £875m to bankroll new trains on the 
Piccadilly Line in 2023.' (http://www.itv.com/news/london/2018-01-03/plan-to-sell-part-of-
london-underground-fleet-branded-quite-mad/) It would be appreciated if the Mayor could 
elucidate on these plans. 

Taxi and Private Hire Trade (1) 
Question No: 2018/0080 
David Kurten  
What practical help do TfL offer drivers who may be suffering from stress now, due to the 
effects of TfL TPH having allowed UBER to operate in the Taxi and Private Hire Market? 
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Taxi and Private Hire Trade (2) 
Question No: 2018/0081 
David Kurten  
Following an FOI request, the London Cab Drivers Club (LCDC) reported that they have 
discovered an email from Helen Chapman (London Taxi and Private Hire) to Tom Elvidge 
(UBER) where she provided Mr Elvidge with advanced warning that FOI requests have been 
made between MPS and TfL Officials. This was after huge media exposure given to the email 
by Inspector Neil Billany (MPS) alleging sexual assaults and other criminality covered up by 
UBER, which was extremely damaging to both TfL and UBER. Do you agree with the LCDC that 
this amounted to giving UBER a "heads up" in case other emails emerged of serious 
impropriety, and gave them the opportunity to "manage" any crisis beforehand? Do you have 
concerns that this conduct was biased in favour of UBER, and what steps are you taking to 
ensure that this does not happen again? 

Taxi and Private Hire Trade (3) 
Question No: 2018/0082 
David Kurten  
TfL have declared UBER are no longer "fit and proper" under safety grounds to be a PH 
Operator. If this is the case, why didn't TfL revoke their licence, rather than allowing them to 
operate on appeal? 

Taxi and Private Hire Trade (4) 
Question No: 2018/0083 
David Kurten  
TfL deployed Deloitte to carry out an investigation on UBER's "booking process". They stated 
that the driver accepts the initial booking before the operator, contrary to current PH 
regulations. Therefore, why are TfL allowing them to continue operating illegally? 

Taxi and Private Hire Trade (5) 
Question No: 2018/0084 
David Kurten  
According to representatives of the taxi trade, your Night Time Commissioner Mr Philip Kolvin 
recently represented UBER having their licence renewed in Cambridge, last year he represented 
UBER drivers in court at Reading, and last month he wrote an article in the Institute of 
Licensing website on plying for hire, which some people believe could benefit UBER in their 
appeal to be re-licensed in London.  Given the concerns of members of the taxi trade about 
potential conflicts of interests, do you think it would be better to employ someone other than 
Mr Kolvin, about whom there are no such concerns? 

Taxi and Private Hire Trade (6) 
Question No: 2018/0085 
David Kurten  
When did TfL first become aware of the worldwide hack on UBER customer and driver details? 
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Taxi and Private Hire Trade (7) 
Question No: 2018/0086 
David Kurten  
Over recent months, there has been major reconstruction of management at LTPH. All the 
senior managers bar one, who were involved in UBER's initial licensing and defended them over 
the five-year period of their license have departed.  Was this due to the ramifications of them 
licensing UBER back in 2012, and possible evidence of mismanagement?. Are you concerned 
that the departing LTPH managers had a biased, cosy or unethical relationship with UBER 
executives? 

Taxi and Private Hire Trade (8) 
Question No: 2018/0087 
David Kurten  
Do you agree with the LCDC that there should be an investigation of LTPH's initial licensing of 
UBER and their regulation of them during that five year period?  Do you recognise that this 
would be instrumental in ensuring that the same mistakes and poor management decisions are 
not repeated in the future? 

The Crown Prosecution Service 
Question No: 2018/0088 
Peter Whittle  
To ask the Mayor what (if any) representations he has made to Her Majesty's Government in 
respect of the operation and performance of the Crown Prosecution Service in London?. 

Will Young 
Question No: 2018/0089 
David Kurten  
To ask the Mayor what was the outcome of TfL's investigation into the complaint by the singer 
Will Young that he was the target of homophobic abuse from a bus driver? 

2 

Cycling budget 
Question No: 2018/0092 
Caroline Russell  
What is the current assumed budget allocation for cycling in each year from 2018-19 to 2022-
23? 
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Announcement on bus driver working conditions 
Question No: 2018/0093 
Caroline Russell  
In answer to my oral question 2017/4308 you said "There is an announcement imminent… We 
are working with bus drivers, UNITE and TfL which will be this side of Christmas, and that will 
answer your question about the research (on bus driver working conditions). I do not want to 
pre-empt the announcement because there are discussions taking place now but it is good 
news. You will be pleased with it, which is what I am trying to say." On what date did you make 
the announcement and where is it online? 

Cuts to Local Implementation Plan funding 2018/19 
Question No: 2018/0094 
Caroline Russell  
Could you provide the reductions to each of the following Local Implementation Plan (LIP) 
funding programmes in 2018-19 compared with 2017-18? Corridors, Neighbourhoods and 
Supporting Measures, Top-sliced (LIP partnerships, good practice), Liveable 
Neighbourhoods/Major Schemes, Principal Road Maintenance, Bridge Strengthening, Traffic 
Signal Modernisation, Bus Priority (including Enabling Works), Borough Cycling Programme, 
Crossrail Complementary Measures, Pedestrian Town Centres, and Mayor's Air Quality Fund. 

Lifts at new Ealing Broadway Crossrail station 
Question No: 2018/0095 
Caroline Russell  
The lifts proposed for the new Ealing Broadway Crossrail station do not meet London Cycling 
Design Standards (LCDS) minimum dimensions and as such would be unable to accommodate 
non-standard cycles. There would also be insufficient space for a cyclist to use the proposed 
lifts comfortably alongside foot passengers. What will you do about this? 

'Cyclists dismount' signs 
Question No: 2018/0096 
Caroline Russell  
What is the Transport for London (TfL) policy on the use of 'cyclists dismount' signs? 

Transport for London interchange requirements 
Question No: 2018/0097 
Caroline Russell  
Constituents are concerned that the interchange between the London Overground and the 
Northern line you mentioned in your response to question 2017/2395 is not fit for purpose - 
the footway along the Upper Holloway Road is narrow and usually congested and the distance 
mentioned as suitable for interchange is 400 metres. Can you confirm that this interchange 
complies with Transport for London (TfL) interchange guidelines? 
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Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail (1) 
Question No: 2018/0098 
Caroline Russell  
What are the implications for rail in London of the Government review of the railways 
'Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail'? 

Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail (2) 
Question No: 2018/0099 
Caroline Russell  
Could you comment on the feasibility of a new Tufnell Park rail station connecting the 
Northern Line to the London Overground and points between Barking, Walthamstow, 
Tottenham, Harringay, Willesden Junction and Richmond? 

Supporting #operationclosepass with bus advertisements 
Question No: 2018/0100 
Caroline Russell  
Bath and North East Somerset Council are using bus advertising to support #operationclosepass 
with the text "Every lane is a cycle lane. Give cyclists space when passing. 
#operationclosepass".  Will you use bus advertising to inform Londoners who drive that it is 
important to give space to people cycling when passing them? 

Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA) trial results 
Question No: 2018/0101 
Caroline Russell  
In response to my question 2017/2176, you said that Transport for London (TfL) has "already 
carried out trials for the implementation of ISA and will be publishing the results of those trials 
in the near future." Do these results show a correlation between ISA being fitted and 
compliance with speed limits?  

Temporary shuttle bus service at Highbury Corner 
Question No: 2018/0102 
Caroline Russell  
During the closure of Holloway Road at Highbury Corner over Christmas, you provided a 
temporary shuttle bus from Highbury Corner to the Nag's Head Shopping Centre. Residents 
have complained that this bus did not stop at existing bus stops so it did not help those living 
along the route. Which policies determine where temporary shuttle buses such as this will 
stop?  
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Engine idling and Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency 
Question No: 2018/0103 
Caroline Russell  
Your draft Transport Strategy identifies engine idling as a targeted action for boroughs and 
Transport for London (TfL) to address local air pollution hotspots. To supplement this, will you 
ask the Government and Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) to issue reminders, 
during the vehicle excise duty renewal process, that engine idling is a traffic offence? 

Taxi and private hire vehicle engine idling 
Question No: 2018/0104 
Caroline Russell  
In answer to my question 2017/2185 you said that "TfL is currently reviewing how it could 
have the necessary powers to enforce against taxis and private hire vehicles leaving their 
engines running while stationary." Could you provide an update on any progress on this from 
Transport for London (TfL)? 

London Plan and UN Sustainable Development Goals 
Question No: 2018/0105 
Caroline Russell  
Has your draft London Plan been tested against necessary outcomes, such as achieving the 169 
targets underpinning the United Nation's Sustainable Development Goals by 2030? 

Complying with EU Air Quality Directive 
Question No: 2018/0106 
Caroline Russell  
Directive 2008/50/EC on ambient air quality and cleaner air for Europe includes an exposure 
concentration obligation and exposure reduction target for fine particles (PM2.5). Do you 
expect London to comply fully in 2020 and thereafter with all the particulate matter 
requirements in the Directive? 

London Plan and carbon reduction targets 
Question No: 2018/0107 
Caroline Russell  
Are the energy policies in your draft London Plan sufficient to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions in line with the level of decarbonisation required to keep global temperature increase 
below two degrees Celsius, compared with pre-industrial temperatures, as described in the Fifth 
Assessment of the Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR5)? 

Clean Air Act 
Question No: 2018/0108 
Caroline Russell  
Do you have the legislative powers to propose the content of a new Clean Air Act for London? 
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Neighbourhood Plans 
Question No: 2018/0109 
Caroline Russell  
The City of Westminster is proposing to specify which principles and parts of its Revised 
Westminster City Plan should be taken into account in the preparation of Neighbourhood 
Plans.  Will your new London Plan set policies or guidance for London boroughs for the 
preparation of Neighbourhood Plans? If not, why not? 

Supporting children's learning and development in the London Plan 
Question No: 2018/0110 
Caroline Russell  
Will you amend the 'Green Infrastructure and Natural Environment' section of your draft 
London Plan to support children's learning and development alongside its current vision for 
these assets to support "health and well-being"? 

Brixton Low Emission Bus Zone 
Question No: 2018/0111 
Caroline Russell  
When you introduced your Low Emission Bus Zone in Putney High Street in March 2017, you 
re-deployed a number of non-compliant buses operating on this route to other parts of 
London. Has the same happened for non-compliant buses in the Brixton Low Emission Bus 
Zone? If so, could you specify the number of buses, their euro standards and the routes they 
have been deployed to in London? 

Free water drinking fountains 
Question No: 2018/0112 
Caroline Russell  
I welcome your draft London Plan policy supporting a new network of free drinking water 
fountains. Will you commit to provide drinking water fountains at all major transport hubs, in or 
outside all London underground stations and at any other locations where you have direct 
influence? 

High Speed 2 and tree removals 
Question No: 2018/0113 
Caroline Russell  
I understand that thousands of trees will be removed to make way for High Speed 2 (HS2) 
during preparatory work and for the temporary construction roads in areas like the mid-Colne 
Valley area of Hillingdon. Have you or Transport for London (TfL) examined the extent of 
current and planned tree removals, or carried out any impact assessments looking into the 
implications for flood risk, pollution, biodiversity, and tree canopy cover? If not, why not? 
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Energy for Londoners - Prior Information Notice (1) 
Question No: 2018/0114 
Caroline Russell  
How many companies responded to your Prior Information Notice issued in November 2017 for 
Energy for Londoners? 

Energy for Londoners - Prior Information Notice (2) 
Question No: 2018/0115 
Caroline Russell  
Your Prior Information Notice issued in November 2017 for Energy for Londoners said that the 
GLA expects to commence the formal procurement process in mid-January 2018. Is this on 
track? 

Energy for Londoners - Prior Information Notice (3) 
Question No: 2018/0116 
Caroline Russell  
The Energy for Londoners Prior Information Notice states that the supplier must be able to 
provide "Full access to all Energy for Londoners customer consumption data, for the GLA, 
London Boroughs, contractors and research partners, so that trends can be mapped and 
potential energy efficiency and other interventions can be assessed, designed and offered." Is 
such a data access arrangement allowed under consumer energy supply contracts with an 
energy supplier? 

Energy for Londoners - Prior Information Notice (4) 
Question No: 2018/0117 
Caroline Russell  
The Energy for Londoners Prior Information Notice states that the "proposed contract duration 
is 5 years in the first instance." Does that mean that any move to a full energy supply option 
cannot take place before 2023 at the earliest? 

Housing Zones information 
Question No: 2018/0118 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your responses to my questions 2017/2802, 2017/3009, and 2016/1949. The 
updated Housing Zones webpages still do not include the number of homes expected to be 
built and demolished for each Housing Zone. Could you add this information for each Housing 
Zone so Londoners are able to see the net increase of homes planned for their areas? 
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Tenure-blind design on new developments 
Question No: 2018/0119 
Sian Berry  
I was pleased to read in your draft Housing Strategy your views on avoiding 'poor doors' and 
requiring tenure-blind design standards for housing in new developments. However, I have 
seen a disturbing example of a planned development with separate rooftop play areas for 
children in the market rate and affordable homes, so I would like to see your policies to avoid 
segregation extended to play areas for children and other facilities for residents. How will your 
final Housing Strategy address this? 

Gypsy and Traveller policies in the Housing Strategy 
Question No: 2018/0120 
Sian Berry  
In response to your draft Housing Strategy, the London Gypsies and Travellers group has asked 
that you address their needs in a more integrated way throughout the policies. Will you update 
the final Housing Strategy with this in mind? 

Decent Homes in London (1) 
Question No: 2018/0121 
Sian Berry  
How many a) local authority social rent, b) housing association social rent, c) privately rented 
homes, and d) owner-occupied properties in London currently fall below the Decent Homes 
Standard? Could you also provide the same data for each borough in London? 

Decent Homes in London (2) 
Question No: 2018/0122 
Sian Berry  
How will your Housing Strategy help to reduce the number of homes in London that fall below 
the Decent Homes Standard, across all tenures? 

Unequal access to housing experienced by women 
Question No: 2018/0123 
Sian Berry  
I am disappointed that your draft Housing Strategy does not mention the inequalities 
experienced by women in London and how this can affect their ability to access decent 
housing. In answer to my question 2016/1585 in May 2016 you agreed to meet me to discuss 
how these experiences could be taken into consideration when developing the definition of the 
London Living Rent. It is now January 2018 and you have not met me to discuss this further. 
What is your explanation for not giving attention to this important issue? 
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Social and environmental impacts of demolition 
Question No: 2018/0124 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2017/3970. I did not see any mention of the 
social or environmental impacts of demolition in your draft London Plan or draft Housing 
Strategy. 

When will you publish research that considers the social and environmental impacts of 
demolition of existing homes as part of development? 

Use of the term 'Living Rent' 
Question No: 2018/0125 
Sian Berry  
The London Living Rent is an important new definition, setting out a true estimate of what 
affordable rent means for the average Londoner in each local area. Camden Council has 
recently started to market its intermediate rented homes at what it is calling 'Camden Living 
Rent'. However, the rent levels charged do not match the London Living Rent level in each 
area, and for family-size homes the rent is up to £550 more per month than the benchmark 
level set by your office for each ward. Given your strong views that your predecessor let the 
concept of 'affordable rent' become meaningless, what is your view of councils and other 
providers using the term 'Living Rent' to describe products that do not fit your policies? 

Measuring overcrowding in London 
Question No: 2018/0126 
Sian Berry  
According to your draft Housing Strategy, 250,000 London households are overcrowded. The 
English Housing Survey measures overcrowding, but does not record information at a borough 
or ward level. Will you seek to measure overcrowding at a borough and/or ward level to help 
understand and reduce overcrowding in London? 

Reducing overcrowding in London 
Question No: 2018/0127 
Sian Berry  
According to your draft Housing Strategy, the GLA's Housing Moves scheme has moved over 
1,000 social housing tenants to different homes across London since 2012. How effective is 
this scheme in reducing overcrowding in London? 

Affordable housing in Housing Zones 
Question No: 2018/0128 
Sian Berry  
Are you aiming to achieve a target of 50 per cent affordable housing within your Housing 
Zones? If not, what percentage of affordable homes, at each affordable tenure, across all 
Housing Zones are you planning to achieve? 
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Programmes to support people in custody (3) 
Question No: 2018/0129 
Sian Berry  
What are the names of all the programmes or organisations, delivered or financially supported 
by MOPAC or the Metropolitan Police Service, that help people in custody get into 
employment, education, and training? 

Programmes to support people in custody (4) 
Question No: 2018/0130 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2017/4357. What resources from MOPAC or the 
Metropolitan Police Service are currently used for the DIVERT programme? Do you have plans 
to increase the resources given to this programme? 

Programmes to support people in custody (5) 
Question No: 2018/0131 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2017/4357. How many of the 77 people 
supported by the DIVERT programme have been young people? Please provide an age 
breakdown using the age categories that you record. 

Youth custody data in London (2) 
Question No: 2018/0132 
Sian Berry  
How many of the young people sentenced to custody in 2016-17 were from London, and how 
many of these young people were held in the secure estate outside London? Could you also 
provide a breakdown by gender for this data? 

Knife crime prevention campaign (3) 
Question No: 2018/0133 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2017/4354. Could you now share details of the 
communications brief for the knife crime prevention campaign? 

MOPAC spending on youth crime prevention 
Question No: 2018/0134 
Sian Berry  
How much funding has MOPAC given to community projects and organisations that work on 
youth crime prevention? Please provide the total amount spent on each initiative in the years 
2016-17 and 2017-18, and any forecast spending for 2018-19. 
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Council youth service funding 
Question No: 2018/0135 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2016/1600. Since being elected as Mayor, what 
action have you taken to encourage local councils to protect and restore funding for youth 
services? 

Lobbying for more youth services 
Question No: 2018/0136 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for joining me in calling on the Government to reverse cuts to youth services. In 
September 2017, the Government announced it would allocate £40 million of funding to youth 
services, but only £7 million went to youth services in London and these were all based in east 
London. Will you continue to lobby Government for more funding for youth services to help fill 
the large and growing gaps in other parts of London too? 

Close pass offences (3) 
Question No: 2018/0137 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your responses to my questions 2016/4614 and 2016/4613. Following the 
expansion of the close pass initiative from the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS), could you 
tell me how many drivers in London have been a) processed for driving without due care, b) 
pulled over and spoken to, c) processed for red light/mobile phone related offences, d) 
reported for failing to stop, e) spoken to about general driving standards (including cyclists), 
and f) any other notable actions/offences? Please provide a breakdown for each month in 
2017 and for each borough taking part in this initiative. 

Public scrutiny of the police and MOPAC 
Question No: 2018/0138 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2016/4619. The Policing Matters and Justice 
Matters public scrutiny meetings are happening less often now than under the previous Mayor. 
How can the public have confidence that MOPAC are holding the Metropolitan Police Service 
(MPS) and other agencies to account when there are fewer public scrutiny meetings? 

Water cannon sale proceeds and youth services 
Question No: 2018/0139 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your answer to my question 2016/2433. When will the proceeds of the sale of 
the water cannon be directed to youth services? 
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Dealing with 'low-level' crimes 
Question No: 2018/0140 
Sian Berry  
I understand that you have had discussions with the Justice Secretary about possibly extending 
a pilot scheme that would allow those accused of 'low-level' crimes to receive treatment rather 
than going to court. Have you now confirmed the extension of this pilot? How successful has 
the pilot been so far? 

Crime in Burgess Park (1) 
Question No: 2018/0141 
Sian Berry  
A constituent informed me that they were violently attacked in Burgess Park, in Southwark, 
and believes that poor lighting in some areas of the park could be enabling certain people to 
carry out these crimes. What is the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) view on this and what 
action is being taken to work with the London Borough of Southwark to make any necessary 
improvements? 

Crime in Burgess Park (2) 
Question No: 2018/0142 
Sian Berry  
How many instances of violent crime occurred in Burgess Park in each month of 2017? What 
measures and tactics are being used by the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) to help reduce 
crime in the park? 

Civic crowdfunding programme 
Question No: 2018/0143 
Sian Berry  
Could you provide an update on the procurement of a crowdfunding platform provider for your 
civic crowdfunding programme? 

Capital receipts - Transport for London 
Question No: 2018/0144 
Sian Berry  
Your consultation budget shows expected capital receipts for Transport for London of £88.8 
million during 2017-18 and £874.6 million for 2018-19. Could you itemise which assets are 
being sold to generate these receipts for each year, and include the amount received or 
expected for each asset, wherever this is not commercially confidential? 
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Capital receipts - MOPAC/Metropolitan Police Service 
Question No: 2018/0145 
Sian Berry  
Your consultation budget shows expected capital receipts for MOPAC/Metropolitan Police 
Service (MPS) of £178.9 million during 2017-18 and £374.7 million for 2018-19. Could you 
itemise which assets are being sold to generate these receipts for each year, and include the 
amount received or expected for each asset, wherever this is not commercially confidential? 

Capital receipts - LFEPA/London Fire Brigade (LFB) 
Question No: 2018/0146 
Sian Berry  
Your consultation budget shows expected capital receipts for LFEPA/LFB of £17.6 million 
during 2017-18 and £40.2 million for 2018-19. Could you itemise which assets are being sold 
to generate these receipts for each year, and include the amount received or expected for each 
asset, wherever this is not commercially confidential? 

Drug Consumption Rooms (1) 
Question No: 2018/0147 
Andrew Boff  
What are the impediments to establishing Drug Consumption Rooms as outlined in the 
Volteface report "Back Yard"? 

Drug Consumption Rooms (2) 
Question No: 2018/0148 
Andrew Boff  
With your remit to address public health inequalities, will you consider following the lead of 
Glasgow and investigate establishing "Drug Consumption Rooms"? 

New Year's Eve fireworks 
Question No: 2018/0149 
Andrew Boff  
How much did the London New Year's Eve fireworks cost and what was the revenue generated 
from ticket sales? 

High-density housing research (1) 
Question No: 2018/0150 
Andrew Boff  
How will the report on Residents' experience of high-density London housing (ADD2178) 
analyse health outcomes from differing typologies? 
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High-density housing research (2) 
Question No: 2018/0151 
Andrew Boff  
How will the report on Residents' experience of high-density London housing (ADD2178) 
analyse the long term financial sustainability of high-rise developments? 

High-density housing research (3) 
Question No: 2018/0152 
Andrew Boff  
How will the report on Residents' experience of high-density London housing (ADD2178) 
analyse social outcomes from differing typologies? 

High-density housing research (4) 
Question No: 2018/0153 
Andrew Boff  
Will the report be able to recommend changes to the draft London Plan and Housing Strategy 
if necessary? 

Walthamstow Bus Routes 
Question No: 2018/0155 
Andrew Boff  
What contribution have mini-Hollands made to the reduction in service of the 230, 48, W11 
and W12 routes to 1990 levels?. 

Recent Capita Contract (1) 
Question No: 2018/0160 
Keith Prince  
Do you accept that there are significant question marks over Capita's past performance on TfL 
contracts? 

Recent Capita Contract (2) 
Question No: 2018/0161 
Keith Prince  
What tendering process was followed ahead of awarding Capita an £80 million contract for the 
provision and ongoing management of its Access and Wide Area Network services across all TfL 
sites? 

Recent Capita Contract (3 
Question No: 2018/0162 
Keith Prince  
How did Capita distinguish itself as the best candidate? 
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Licensing (1) 
Question No: 2018/0163 
Keith Prince  
Given that booking inconsistencies are one reason for TFLs decision to refuse Uber London's 
PH operators renewal application, will the Mayor require all applicants to demonstrate the 
ability to operate in line with 1998 Private Hire Vehicles(PHV) Act legislation prior to licensing? 

Licensing (2) 
Question No: 2018/0164 
Keith Prince  
Some Taxi booking platforms have refused to give driver guidance on legislation. Will the 
Mayor confirm licensed Taxi drivers making themselves available and accepting customer 
requests on mobile applications are plying for hire? 

Licensing (3) 
Question No: 2018/0165 
Keith Prince  
In 2014 TFL referred Uber London Limited to HMRC, stating they found things to be in order. 
Given the reasons for Uber's recent licence application refusal, will the Mayor refer the matter 
back to HMRC? 

Taxis in the CCZ 
Question No: 2018/0166 
Keith Prince  
There was a daily average 8.2% drop in licensed Taxis entering the congestion charge zone in 
2017 compared to corresponding periods in 2016. Why does the Mayor think this is? 

Near Miss Data 
Question No: 2018/0167 
Keith Prince  
In his response to Question 2017/4242 "Learning from Near Miss Bus Safety Incidents" the 
Mayor of London states: "Yes, bus drivers are encouraged to report all incidents on the bus 
network regardless of whether they were near misses, minor or more serious collisions. These 
events are collated with other incidents and categorised to help inform Transport for London's 
bus safety work." 

Kindly provide me with TfL's collated Near Miss Data for the period 1 January - 30 November 
2017. If possible, for each incident, please identify the date, Bus Operator, Bus Route, 
Borough, Bus Garage and mode of transport involved 
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Safety Management Systems of Bus Operators 
Question No: 2018/0168 
Keith Prince  
In his response to Question 2017/4245 "Near-miss Collision Reporting" the Mayor of London 
states: "TfL regularly audits the safety management systems of bus operators to ensure they 
have processes in place to fulfil its expectations including the reporting of safety incidents." 

For 2016 and 2017, please provide me with copies of all the "regular" audits TfL has conducted 
of the safety management systems of bus operators with a particular emphasis on any material 
relating to near miss collision reporting. 

Indicative Sanctions Guidance 
Question No: 2018/0169 
Keith Prince  
In 2016, MOPAC responded to a public consultation by the College of Policing on Indicative 
Sanctions Guidance. Who was the most senior person in MOPAC to authorise/sign off this 
response? 

Greenwich Power Station 
Question No: 2018/0170 
Shaun Bailey  
Can you update us on the progress of the renovation and upgrade of the Greenwich Power 
Station? 

166 Bus Route 
Question No: 2018/0172 
Steve O'Connell  
Many of my constituents rely upon the 166 bus route to travel to Epsom Hospital. On 1st 
December TfL informed me that the Banstead to Epsom Hospital section of the 166 will be 
withdrawn. Although this route crosses the London boundary, given its importance to my 
constituents, will you instruct TfL to scrap the plans to withdraw this section of the route? 

Sexual Exploitation 
Question No: 2018/0173 
Steve O'Connell  
This November Inspectors found that in 93% of sampled cases of CSE, missing children, 
domestic abuse cases and other forms of abuse, police performance was "inadequate or 
required improvement". How are you responding to this emergency? 
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"Coercive or controlling behaviour" abuse charges 
Question No: 2018/0174 
Steve O'Connell  
As of six months ago, the Met has only charged 36 cases under the "coercive or controlling 
behaviour" abuse legislation introduced two years ago. Do you consider this to be an 
appropriate level of enforcement? 

Croydon Cat Killer 
Question No: 2018/0175 
Steve O'Connell  
In 2015 responding to a question regarding the Croydon Cat Killer, the then Mayor said "We 
must do all what we can to ensure that the perpetrator is brought to justice quickly."  Please 
detail what has been done up until now by the Metropolitan Police and what resources have 
been allocated to the investigation, including the number of officers involved?  

LIP Funding 
Question No: 2018/0176 
Steve O'Connell  
Will you keep your promise you made last year to protect LIP funding for the full five years of 
the TfL Business Plan? 

Forced marriage and honour based violence 
Question No: 2018/0177 
Susan Hall  
Over the last three years, how many incidences of forced marriage, FGM and honour based 
violence were recorded by the MPS in London? What proportion of these individual cases 
resulted in a charge being brought? 

Energy for Londoners 
Question No: 2018/0178 
Tony Devenish  
Following news that Shell are entering the energy supply business there are now 60 market 
players. Will the Mayor finally agree that Energy for Londoners is a white elephant waste of 
taxpayers money? 

Mayor's trip to India and Pakistan 
Question No: 2018/0179 
Tony Devenish  
What was the total cost to the GLA Group for the Mayor's recent trip to India and Pakistan? 
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Antisocial behaviour by homeless people around Westminster Cathedral 
Question No: 2018/0180 
Tony Devenish  
Can you let me know what is being done, and what more can be done, by the Met to prevent 
antisocial behaviour carried out by homeless people in and around Westminster Cathedral? 

Skills devolution 
Question No: 2018/0181 
Tony Devenish  
With vocational education budget passing to the Mayor next year, does he have a figure for the 
number of people in FE who should achieve a technician level award in London this year? In 
2016, Alison Wolf pointed out that it was 4,000 people across England - less than one in 
10,000 of the population. 

GLA Family SME procurement 
Question No: 2018/0182 
Tony Devenish  
Following Cabinet Office figures that show that the share of Government spending on SME 
procurement went backwards last year,from 27 to 24% year on year, what are the figures for 
SME procurement within the GLA family and what active steps is the Mayor taking to do better 
in commissioning goods and services from SMEs? 

Terrorism insurance 
Question No: 2018/0183 
Tony Devenish  
Does the Mayor have a role in advising public sector organisations on how to mitigate the costs 
associated with terrorism insurance? Recent research by Neil Coyle MP suggested that such 
cover has quadrupled over recent years. 

Missed appointments. 
Question No: 2018/0184 
Tony Devenish  
Bearing in mind his responsibilities for health inequalities, when Jane Cummings, the Chief 
Nurse for England, complains about patients missing almost £1 billion worth of appointments 
each year, does the Mayor have any ideas how to cut this wastage?  

Church land for homes (1). 
Question No: 2018/0185 
Tony Devenish  
Following the Archbishop of Canterbury's commitment to release surplus Church of England 
land for housing, will you be discussing this with Church Commissioners regarding building new 
homes on their land in London? If so, when do you plan to do so? 
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Church land for homes (2) 
Question No: 2018/0186 
Tony Devenish  
Do you know how much land does the Church of England own in London, how much of this is 
surplus, and how many homes could this deliver? 

Notting Hill Police Station 
Question No: 2018/0187 
Tony Devenish  
The Notting Hill Police Station will soon be listed as an Community Asset due to the hard work 
of the Kensington Society. Will the Mayor and MOPAC honour this listing and not sell the 
police station? 

People leaving London 
Question No: 2018/0188 
Tony Devenish  
Given that 2017 saw the highest number of people leaving London since 2006 - 14% higher 
than ten years ago - what can the Mayor do to avoid a worrying 'flight risk' trend? 

TfL finances 
Question No: 2018/0189 
Tony Devenish  
Following the 4 January Budget & Performance Committee announcement that TfL is selling 
and leasing back the tube stock "family silver", is TfL now saying that it cannot raise sufficient 
monies from the TfL property partnerships? If so, why? 

City of London Eastern Cluster 
Question No: 2018/0190 
Tony Devenish  
Would the Mayor congratulate the Corporation of London in pushing ahead with public access 
via six new public viewing platforms in its Eastern Cluster? How is the Mayor helping to "nudge 
forward" such best practice elsewhere in London? 

Integrated Gang Unit 
Question No: 2018/0191 
Tony Devenish  
Westminster Council are facing cuts to IGU funding of 60%. Can the Mayor please reconsider 
how this will impact on crime and the safety of our most vulnerable communities. What 
measures are being enacted if these cuts cannot be reversed? 
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New City of London Fraud Court 
Question No: 2018/0192 
Tony Devenish  
The City of London Corporation has announced plans for a new centralised court complex 
focused on fraud and cybercrime. Will this court be processing Metropolitan Police cases in 
addition to City of London cases? How will MOPAC assist this court? 

Teacher Recruitment (1) 
Question No: 2018/0193 
Jennette Arnold  
Can you provide figures for the number of additional primary school teachers required in 
London, broken down by borough, to meet the demand in schools? 

Teacher Recruitment (2) 
Question No: 2018/0194 
Jennette Arnold  
Can you provide figures for the number of additional secondary school teachers required in 
London, broken down by borough, to meet the demand in schools? 

Teacher Recruitment (3) 
Question No: 2018/0195 
Jennette Arnold  
How many more qualified secondary school teachers do London schools need in each subject 
area? 

Teacher Retention (1) 
Question No: 2018/0196 
Jennette Arnold  
For each of the past five years, how many primary and secondary teachers in London have left 
the profession early (before retirement)? 

Teacher Retention (2) 
Question No: 2018/0197 
Jennette Arnold  
What is the current gap between the number of qualified teachers in London's schools and the 
number required? How has this changed in the past five years? 

The new Office for Students 
Question No: 2018/0198 
Jennette Arnold(WITHDRAWN) 
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Development around Cross Rail 2 
Question No: 2018/0199 
Leonie Cooper  
The proposed Crossrail 2 project is believed to include development around stations to make 
the project viable. There will be consequential need for increased services in these areas, how 
will this be financed? 

London Plan Energy Planning monitoring report 
Question No: 2018/0200 
Leonie Cooper  
When will you publish the 2016 London Plan Energy Planning monitoring report? 

Energy Leap Pilot Projects 
Question No: 2018/0201 
Leonie Cooper  
Can you list all successful bids to the Energy Leap pilot projects? Why were these particular 
projects chosen? 

London Plan Carbon Mitigation Strategy 
Question No: 2018/0202 
Leonie Cooper  
London Plan policy SI2 C (2) states that 'off-site' measures could contribute to a 
development's carbon mitigation strategy. What off-site measures can be considered? 

London Plan Carbon Reduction Proposals 
Question No: 2018/0203 
Leonie Cooper  
Under the London Plan carbon reduction proposals can developments access renewable gas 
through the gas grid to supply boilers or combined heat and power (CHP) plant onsite? 

London Plan Carbon Offset: Funds Reporting 
Question No: 2018/0204 
Leonie Cooper  
Will the new London Plan policy for local planning authorities to report annually on the 
operation of carbon offset funds require an annual report to be submitted for the year 2017? If 
so, what is the deadline for responding? 

London Plan Carbon Offset: Payments 
Question No: 2018/0205 
Leonie Cooper  
What estimate have you made of how much funding could be raised annually for each year over 
the next five years through London Plan carbon offset payments? 
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London Plan Carbon Offset: Priorities 
Question No: 2018/0206 
Leonie Cooper  
What are the top priorities for spend of Carbon Offset funds within the next 5 years? 

London Plan Carbon Offset: Price in Applications 
Question No: 2018/0207 
Leonie Cooper  
Can London planning authorities now apply the draft London Plan carbon offset price of 
£95/tonne to new planning applications? 

London Solar Action Plan 
Question No: 2018/0208 
Leonie Cooper  
Why is there no reference to the London Solar Action Plan, or your 2030 1 GW London solar 
target, in the new draft London Plan? 

London Plan Solar Technologies Requirement 
Question No: 2018/0209 
Leonie Cooper  
How will you ensure that the new London Plan requirement "Boroughs should ensure that all 
developments maximise opportunities for on-site electricity and heat production from solar 
technologies" is met? 

Zero-carbon target 
Question No: 2018/0210 
Leonie Cooper  
When will your new zero-carbon target for major non-residential developments come into force 
in 2019? 

London Plan Energy Masterplans 
Question No: 2018/0211 
Leonie Cooper  
How will you support boroughs to produce new energy masterplans? 

London Plan Gas Engine Combined Heat and Power 
Question No: 2018/0212 
Leonie Cooper  
Does section 9.3.6 of the draft London Plan, which states that "it is not expected that gas 
engine CHP will be able to meet the standards required within areas exceeding air quality limits 
with the technology that is currently available" mean that the future of new gas engine 
combined heat and power (CHP) plant in London are limited? 
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London Plan Energy and Carbon Reporting Portal 
Question No: 2018/0213 
Leonie Cooper  
When will the new London Plan energy and carbon reporting portal for developers go live? 

The Government's Road Fund 
Question No: 2018/0215 
Tom Copley  
The Summer Budget in 2015 said, "From 2020-21 the government will spend all of the revenue 
raised from Vehicle Excise Duty in England on the English Strategic Road Network". In July 
2017, the Government said it planned to consult on creating a Major Road Network which 
would be eligible for some of this funding. They said, "The MRN would cover our busiest and 
most economically important local authority A roads". Do you believe that all TfL Roads should 
become part of this Major Road Network? Please give your reasons. 

Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail (1) 
Question No: 2018/0216 
Tom Copley  
In November 2017, the Government published a document entitled "Connecting people: a 
strategic vision for rail". On Crossrail 2 the document says, "We are therefore working with TfL 
and the Mayor of London, including through an independent review of funding and financing, 
to develop plans for an affordable scheme that is fair to the taxpayer, where London pays its 
share. Learning lessons from Crossrail 1 and maximising the benefits of the scheme will form a 
key part of this work". Please update me on the status of the work between the DfT and TfL? 

Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail (2) 
Question No: 2018/0217 
Tom Copley  
In November 2017, the Government published a document entitled "Connecting people: a 
strategic vision for rail". On Smart Ticketing the document says, "Pay as you go ticketing is 
already available on some commuter routes in the South East for rail-only journeys. By the end 
of 2018 we expect to see other parts of the network developing a similar service. The next step 
is then to secure interoperability between those operators and with locally-led multi-modal 
systems, including TfL". What discussions, if any, have the DfT had with TfL regarding 
interoperability of contactless travel systems? 
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Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail (3) 
Question No: 2018/0218 
Tom Copley  
In November 2017, the Government published a document entitled "Connecting people: a 
strategic vision for rail". On Rail Devolution the document says, "the Department will work with 
TfL to explore options for transferring selected services [from the Thameslink, Southern and 
Great Northern franchise] such as the West London line to TfL". How concerned are you that 
the Government's example is a line that already is part of the London Overground Network 
rather than a line that TfL does not currently run services on? 

Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail (4) 
Question No: 2018/0219 
Tom Copley  
Can you confirm that you would like TfL to take over the Inner suburban routes, as you 
outlined in your business case to the DfT, when the current franchise ends in 2021? 

Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail (5) 
Question No: 2018/0220 
Tom Copley  
In November 2017, the Government published a document entitled "Connecting people: a 
strategic vision for rail". On Rail Capacity the document says, "This will include continuing to 
look at opportunities to restore capacity lost under Beeching and British Rail cuts of the 1960s 
and 1970s, where this enables new housing or economic development, or eases congestion 
elsewhere on the transport system, and offers value for money". Has TfL investigated re-
opening any closed railway lines? If so, what conclusions did they come to? 

South-Eastern Franchise 
Question No: 2018/0221 
Tom Copley  
On 29th November 2017, the Government announced a Competition to run the South-Eastern 
rail franchise. The Government have decided not to transfer the inner suburban routes to TfL 
and there appears to be nothing in the franchise documents that would allow such a transfer 
during the new franchise. Will you continue to make the case to DfT that those Inner suburban 
routes should be transferred to TfL? 

Heathrow Expansion 
Question No: 2018/0222 
Tom Copley  
Have you responded to the revised draft Airports National Policy Statement? Will you publish a 
copy of your submission? 
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Docklands Light Railway night service 
Question No: 2018/0223 
Tom Copley  
Further to your response to MQ2017/5106, is it your ambition for night services to be included 
in the contract for the Docklands Light Railway (DLR) post-2021? 

free drinking water (1) 
Question No: 2018/0224 
Tom Copley  
3.7.11 of your Draft London plan says, "The provision of free drinking water fountains helps 
improve public health, reduces waste from single-use plastic bottles and supports the circular 
economy through the use of reusable water bottles. Free drinking water fountains that can 
refill water bottles as well as be drunk from should be provided in appropriate locations in new 
or redeveloped public realm. Appropriate locations for these water fountains should be 
identified by boroughs during the planning process. These locations include areas with high 
levels of pedestrian activity, such as in town centres and inside shopping malls, as well as areas 
of the public realm used for play, exercise and relaxing, such as parks and squares. The ongoing 
management and maintenance of facilities should be secured and agreed at planning stage to 
ensure long-term provision is achievable". Why does the Plan not require these facilities to be 
provided on the TfL Network? 

free drinking water (2) 
Question No: 2018/0225 
Tom Copley  
Hydrachill currently provide free water at Hammersmith Bus station and a number of river piers. 
Given provision of free drinking water fountains helps improve public health, reduces waste 
from single-use plastic bottles and supports the circular economy through the use of reusable 
water bottles, why have TfL so far refused to allow these machines in its rail and tube stations? 

Cycling at the GLA (1) 
Question No: 2018/0226 
Tom Copley  
Please could you provide the most recent figures for a) the number of GLA staff that cycle to 
work and, b) the number of cycle parking spaces at the GLA; for each year since 2012. 

Cycling at the GLA (2) 
Question No: 2018/0227 
Tom Copley  
I welcome the publication of the new London Plan, including proposals 'to help remove 

barriers to cycling and create a healthy environment in which people choose to cycle'. What are 
you doing to ensure that GLA staff are incentivised to cycle to work and that there is adequate 
cycle parking provided to staff which choose to cycle? 
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Cycling at the GLA (3) 
Question No: 2018/0228 
Tom Copley  
Please could you provide an update of the procurement of a new cycle to work scheme for staff 
at the GLA? 

Corporate sponsors of Pride in London 
Question No: 2018/0229 
Tom Copley  
Do you think that corporate sponsors of Pride in London should sign a charter committing 
them to promoting LGBTQ rights abroad and workers' rights at home? 

Stamp Duty 
Question No: 2018/0232 
Tom Copley  
In the Autumn 2017 budget, the chancellor announced the immediate abolition of stamp duty 
for all properties up to £300,000 bought by first-time buyers. The Office for Budget 
Responsibility said the tax break was likely to push property prices in London. What work have 
you done to assess the impact of this change on London's property market? 

Affordable Homes 
Question No: 2018/0233 
Tom Copley  
The draft London Plan sets a strategic target of 50% of all new homes to be affordable. What 
steps are you taking, aside from the 'Fast Track Route', to empower more developers and small 
builders to produce more genuinely affordable homes? 

Family Size Housing 
Question No: 2018/0234 
Tom Copley  
Please outline for me the specific policies that you are introducing, which will encourage single 
people or couples to downsize from larger properties to smaller sized homes, in order to free up 
family sized homes in London? 

The London Authorities (Parks and Open Spaces) Order 
Question No: 2018/0235 
Unmesh Desai  
A constituent has asked me to enquire whether any land, transferred under The London 
Authorities (Parks and Open Spaces) Order 1971, has been offered or passed back to the GLA 
because the boroughs to whom it was transferred did not wish to maintain the Parks and Open 
Spaces Order restrictions? 
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Crossrail Buses consultation 
Question No: 2018/0236 
Unmesh Desai  
Over the summer TfL consulted on a number of changes to bus routes in West, South-East and 
North-East London in preparation for the opening of the Elizabeth Line. This consultation 
closed on 17th September. When will the results of this consultation be published? 

Police officers vetting potential neighbours (1) 
Question No: 2018/0237 
Unmesh Desai  
Police Oracle have reported that officers should be allowed to use police computers to vet 
potential neighbours when they move house. Is this MOPAC and the Met's position? 

Police officers vetting potential neighbours (2) 
Question No: 2018/0238 
Unmesh Desai  
The College of Policing's Guidelines state police data should not be used in this way. Do 
MOPAC ever choose to not follow the guidance of the College of Policing and if so, how are 
decisions which contradict this guidance taken? 

Senior Coroner for Inner North London 
Question No: 2018/0241 
Andrew Dismore  
Are you aware of the concerns of Jewish and Muslim residents of inner North London, over the 
conduct of the Senior Coroner for Inner North London, who in the past and now again, has 
failed to respect the particular requirements of those faiths concerning the deceased, including 
the prompt release of bodies for burial in accordance with faith requirements and invasive 
autopsies, amongst other concerns. Will you look into these matters and make appropriate 
representations to the Ministry of Justice? 

Police merged boroughs pathfinder evaluation 
Question No: 2018/0242 
Andrew Dismore  
When do you expect the evaluation to be completed; and why has it been delayed? 
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Millbrook Park Estate 
Question No: 2018/0243 
Andrew Dismore  
Millbrook Park estate in Mill Hill East (NW7) is a huge new build estate where residents are 
facing what in my view amount to scams; astronomical service charges and arbitrary and routine 
ground rent increases, including a doubling this year and poor standards of workmanship for 
repairs and building faults. As well as flats, the estate includes a large number of houses that 
were sold on a leasehold basis too. What can you do to take on any freeholders who exploit 
leaseholders in this way? 

Legal services and Brexit 
Question No: 2018/0244 
Andrew Dismore  
The Law Society has warned that countries that participate in Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) 
can include limits to the agreement's scope. When it comes to legal services this means that 
lawyers wishing to practise in other jurisdictions may have to live in that country, register with 
the local bar and seek full admission to that bar. If this happens to Britain's relationship with 
the EU, then it will be a much more bureaucratic and inflexible model than we currently have, 
where lawyers can simply fly in and fly out to advise. What steps are you taking to ensure a 
good deal for London's legal services, which bring considerable overseas income to London and 
the UK? 

Visit to India and Pakistan 
Question No: 2018/0245 
Andrew Dismore  
In answer to Question No: 2017/4528 you said that you hoped to meet with a senior 
representative of both Governments, and would seek their views on the issue of freedom of 
movement in any post Brexit trade deals and that you would be happy to report back on these 
discussions on your return. Would you please do so? 

Food Poverty 
Question No: 2018/0246 
Andrew Dismore  
You have asked a number of charities helping the homeless to combine to pool resources and 
information. There are also a number of charities endeavouring to help those in food poverty, 
particularly some distributing unused food from restaurants, supermarkets, and so on. Is this an 
initiative which you could coordinate to assist those in dire need? 
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New bus service Mill Hill 
Question No: 2018/0247 
Andrew Dismore  
In light of your decision on the planning application for the National Institute for Medical 
Research (NIMR) site, Mill Hill, will you introduce transport improvements, including a new bus 
route to "useful" destinations and linking up local schools. For example, a bus running along 
The Ridgeway that turns left at the Rising Sun, passing Mill Hill County school and heading to 
Barnet via Apex and Sterling Corners which would give a direct route to Barnet General and 
schools such as QE and (fairly close to) Totteridge Academy? 

Stirling Corner 
Question No: 2018/0248 
Andrew Dismore  
In response to previous questions, you indicated that traffic modelling for the crossing is 
underway and with an outcome due in January 2018, after which a public consultation is 
planned. Will the proposals also look at the exit from Morrisons, which is unsafe, for example 
by phasing the traffic lights to allow time to exit from Morrisons? 

Mill Hill Circus 
Question No: 2018/0249 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to previous answers, has TfL now concluded its agreements with the London Borough 
of Barnet on the section of land required for the design of the junction; and if not, please say 
for how long the negotiations have been going on for, and when they are likely to conclude? 

Buses on Finchley Road 
Question No: 2018/0250 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to your answer to Question No: 2017/4558 on the changes to buses on Finchley Road, 
and the ending of the original route 13; you said that  'capacity was increased on route 113, 
the other main route serving this area'. However route 113 does not go to Golders Green or 
Finchley, which are high demand areas for passengers on these routes.   

Also, you did not respond to the following in the original question concerning the renumbered 
route 13, about which I continue to receive regular complaints: 

       Buses are so crowded, especially on rainy days and in the rush hours, that it is difficult to 
get on a bus, resulting waiting a long time before being able to get on a bus. 

       Buses come in bunches. 

Will you now do so?              
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Assessment of use of cycle spaces 
Question No: 2018/0251 
Andrew Dismore  
As planning permission has been granted for large housing developments, which include a large 
number of cycle spaces, will you do an assessment, after developments are completed and 
occupied, of the number of cycle spaces actually used and the number left unused? 

C11 bus 
Question No: 2018/0252 
Andrew Dismore  
I continue to receive complaints about the reduction in frequency of the C11 bus you have 
introduced, such as this one: 

"I had to wait, at Cricklewood Lane (heading towards Archway) for 28 minutes in the freezing 
cold.  Needless to say, when the bus finally arrived, it was overcrowded.  There have been many 
occasions when the wait has exceeded 15 minutes. For a number of areas, this is the only form 
of public transport available, and it is not fair on those of us who deliberately do not drive (for 
our own fitness, and for the sake of the environment)." 

Will you look again at restoring the frequency of the C11 route? 

Air pollution in Golders Green Road NW11 
Question No: 2018/0253 
Andrew Dismore  
Do you share my concern about air pollution around Golders Green Road NW11 and the 
northern end of North End Road? There are now so many buses and coaches that there is no 
room for them all in the bus station. Some bus drivers, both in and out of the bus station still 
run their engines while parked.  When snow stopped the 268 and 210 from going up North End 
Road, they were immobile, with engines running. The south bound bus stop in Golders Green 
Road already serves several bus lines. National Express coaches en-route for central London, 
now stop at this bus stop to drop off passengers, leaving their engines running whilst luggage 
is unloaded. This fills the bus shelter with fumes. Will you take steps to remind bus companies 
that engines should not be left running when the bus is stopped? 

Transfer of commuter lines to TfL 
Question No: 2018/0254 
Andrew Dismore  
As a new poll has revealed that more than half of Londoners believe commuter trains have 
deteriorated over the past year and that the capital's private railway lines should be taken over 
by Transport for London, will you redouble your efforts to persuade the Government to honour 
their pre London election promise to transfer commuter lines to TfL? 
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'Guerrilla' Advertising at TfL bus stops 
Question No: 2018/0255 
Andrew Dismore  
Yet again, there has been an anti-Israel 'guerrilla' advertising campaign at TfL bus stops , with 
TfL poster sites being unlocked and accessed to put in these posters, which clearly offend TfL's 
advertising policy and obscure legitimate and paid for advertising. Whilst TfL do remove these 
posters when brought to their attention, can steps be taken to make the poster sites' locks 
more secure to prevent this activity in the first place? 

drug dealers using social media sites 
Question No: 2018/0256 
Andrew Dismore  
Reports suggest that drug dealers are increasingly using social media sites such as Instagram 
and Snapchat to sell illegal substances to young people. What action can you and the police 
take to prevent this activity? 

Borough match funding for extra police officers (1) 
Question No: 2018/0257 
Andrew Dismore  
Do you intend to continue with the Borough match funding for extra police officers scheme, in 
light of the pressure on officer numbers due to Government cuts? 

Borough match funding for extra police officers (2) 
Question No: 2018/0258 
Andrew Dismore  
Which boroughs are using the 'buy one get one free' deal for match funding for extra police 
officer numbers; and how many officers are being paid for in this way in each of those 
boroughs? 

Cyber fraud 
Question No: 2018/0259 
Andrew Dismore  
The Evening Standard has reported that Londoners fall victim to 3,500 cyber fraud attacks a 
month. What are you doing to detect and combat these crimes? 

President Trump's visit to London 
Question No: 2018/0260 
Andrew Dismore  
Reports suggest that President Trump will visit London next year to open the new US Embassy. 
What is your best current estimate of the cost of policing such an event; and bearing in mind 
that the US Embassy already owes Londoners millions in unpaid congestion charges which they 
refuse to pay and the pressures on the Met's budget, do you think the bill for policing such a 
visit should be sent to the White House? 
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Recent report by Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire 
and Rescue Services 
Question No: 2018/0261 
Andrew Dismore  
The recent report by Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services 
again found "significant weaknesses in the service provided to the children of London" to 
protect them from sexual exploitation. What are you doing to tackle this problem? 

Morgan Enquiry and the Role of the MPS (1) 
Question No: 2018/0263 
Len Duvall  
Can you assure me and other Assembly Members that the actions of the MPS have not delayed 
this inquiry? 

Morgan Enquiry and the Role of the MPS (2) 
Question No: 2018/0264 
Len Duvall  
Can you initially explain the reasoning as to why the MPS sought to disclose certain 
information to the Chair and not fully to all Panel Enquiry Members? 

Healthy Streets 
Question No: 2018/0265 
Len Duvall  
Can you give me an update on the number of bids that have been received and the nature of 
those bids to the Liveable Neighbourhoods' Programme you launched last July? 

Police Borough Mergers 
Question No: 2018/0266 
Len Duvall  
When is the MPS or MOPAC going to begin publicly briefing on any proposed arrangements for 
the GLA, London Assembly Constituencies of Greenwich & Lewisham and Bexley & Bromley? 

Significance of Possible New Permitted Development Right  - to be 
consulted on by Government 
Question No: 2018/0267 
Nicky Gavron  
The Government has announced that it is going to be consulting on permitted development 
rights which will allow commercial buildings to be demolished and replaced with residential 
properties.  Currently, permitted development rights to shops, offices, light industry and 
warehouses only allow for these to be converted (not demolished) into residential use without 
going through the planning system - what do you estimate could be the significance of this 
change of planning law? 
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Community Contact Sessions Consultation 
Question No: 2018/0268 
Nicky Gavron  
Please list the number of tall buildings that have gone through the stage 1 and 2 processes 
since June 2017 to date. For each site please list the development name, location, borough, 
height, storeys, affordable housing units, tenure mix, number of bedrooms, current status and 
the date a stage 2 determination was provided. 

Public Access to Police Stations: Travel Times within One Hour Map 
Question No: 2018/0269 
Nicky Gavron  
The Met and MOPAC's Draft Public Access and Engagement Strategy states "The London Plan 
should commit to ensuring that each borough has at least one police station with a publicly 
accessible front counter which is open twenty-four hours a day. These 24/7 front counters 
should be located no more than one hour away from any London resident travelling using 
public transport". Will you publish a map that shows which areas of London are within one 
hour's public transport of the 33 permanent police front counters you have proposed? 

Public Access to Police Stations: Travel Times not within One Hour 
population 
Question No: 2018/0270 
Nicky Gavron  
How many Londoners will be living in areas that are more than one hour's public transport to 
the 33 permanent police front counters you have proposed? 

Travel Times not within One Hour and Community Contact Sessions 
Question No: 2018/0271 
Nicky Gavron  
You have said that "Nine communities which are over an hour from their nearest front counter 
will be provided with additional community sessions so that their residents can meet officers 
face to face more often". Are there any communities that are over an hour from their nearest 
front counter that will not be provided with additional community sessions? 

Community Contact Sessions 
Question No: 2018/0272 
Nicky Gavron  
Can you explain what the community sessions will consist of? What buildings will the sessions 
be held in? Will a private area be provided for residents wishing to report crime or speak to 
officers in confidence? 
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Community Engagement with Community Contact Sessions 
Question No: 2018/0273 
Nicky Gavron  
London's Dedicated Ward Officers will hold new well-advertised community sessions every 
week in every ward. What targets, if any, do you have on the number of Londoners attending 
these sessions?  

Community Contact Session Progress Update 
Question No: 2018/0274 
Nicky Gavron  
There are 649 wards in London. In how many wards has a community session location been 
secured? 

Community Contact Sessions Consultation 
Question No: 2018/0275 
Nicky Gavron  
What consultation, if any, do you plan to have on the location of these community sessions? 

TfL Toilet Charging 
Question No: 2018/0277 
Joanne McCartney  
I am aware that 15 tube stations currently charge 20p to access their toilets, including 
Cockfosters and Oakwood in Enfield. This is despite other stations owned by TfL having free 
toilet facilities. Are you able to abolish these charges so that Londoners who use these 15 
stations can access the toilets for free? 

Police cars transporting patients to hospitals 
Question No: 2018/0280 
Onkar Sahota  
How many times per year since 2010, and in which Boroughs, was the Met Police asked to take 
patients to hospital because of lack of ambulance availability? 

Healthy Workplace Charter I 
Question No: 2018/0281 
Onkar Sahota  
How many businesses across the capital have signed up to the Healthy Workplace Charter? 

Healthy Workplace Charter II 
Question No: 2018/0282 
Onkar Sahota  
How is the Mayor incentivising, promoting and encouraging signing up to the Healthy 
Workplace Charter? 
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Female Hidden Homes Project expansion 
Question No: 2018/0283 
Onkar Sahota  
Since the project is currently at full capacity, are there any plans to expand the project so that 
it can take on a bigger caseload than 25 women at a time? 

"Please Offer Me a Seat" badges 
Question No: 2018/0284 
Onkar Sahota  
Can the Mayor let us know what feedback has been had so far from the scheme, and whether 
this feedback shows that Londoners are aware of the scheme, and therefore responding 
positively to people wearing the badges? 

Zebra crossing at Springfield Road, Hayes, Middlesex 
Question No: 2018/0285 
Onkar Sahota  
Given the recent accidents, involving young children on bicycles, outside Guru Nanak Sikh 
Primary School and Guru Nanak Sikh Secondary, Springfield Road, Hayes, Middlesex, do you 
support calls for a zebra crossing at Springfield Road, to improve road safety? 

Wealdstone Station - Toilets and Lifts 
Question No: 2018/0286 
Navin Shah  
A local resident and I have flagged up, with the Deputy Mayor for Transport, issues about 
flooded and out of use toilets and lifts which are also out of commission for some weeks at 
Wealdstone & Harrow station, which is a major junction and also located in the heart of the 
opportunity area. I urge that the necessary refurbishment is not neglected anymore and ensure 
that urgent actions are taken to render them accessible and improve facilities. Please let us 
know when these works will be completed. 

'Brown for Blue' 
Question No: 2018/0287 
Navin Shah  
The London Chamber of Commerce and Industry(LCCI)'s recent report, providing evidence to 
the new draft London Plan, suggests that the majority of London's essential frontline blue light 
emergency services personnel live outside the Greater London areas. The recommendations ask 
the Mayor to identify the need for housing provision for the frontline staff and investigate 
availability of brownfield and disused greenbelt sites and explore feasibility of building homes 
on such sites. What are your early thoughts on LCCI's proposals for an early intervention and 
may I have your comments on their recommendations about use of greenbelt sites- albeit with 
'suitable safeguards'?  
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Visit to India and Pakistan - Key Achievements (1) 
Question No: 2018/0288 
Navin Shah  
How do you sum up your trade and cultural mission to India and Pakistan and what were your 
key achievements? Do you intend to set up any 'local presence' in the two countries you have 
visited and similar setups in other developing countries? If so, what would such establishments 
would look like and how would you fund them? 

Visit to India and Pakistan - Indian Ties (2) 
Question No: 2018/0289 
Navin Shah  
What are your key objectives and business plan for stronger trade/economic and cultural ties 
with India?  What timeframe have you set up and how will you measure success? 

Visit to India and Pakistan - Pakistan Ties (3) 
Question No: 2018/0290 
Navin Shah  
What are your key objectives and business plan for stronger trade/economic and cultural ties 
with Pakistan?  What timeframe have you set up and how will you measure success? 

Visit to India and Pakistan - Delhi's Toxic Air (4) 
Question No: 2018/0291 
Navin Shah  
Quite rightly you've raised your concerns during your visit to India about toxic air in Delhi, a 
city of some 25 million residents, where the smog this year has forced schools to close, flights 
to be cancelled and even badly affecting some players on the field during the India v Sri Lanka 
test match. The pollution is so bad that 'breathing is apparently akin to smoking 50 cigarettes a 
day'. Braving the smog you made an announcement of a new air quality partnership to help 
cities like Delhi. Please explain the strategy and time frame to make effective and speedy 
reduction of toxicity for places like Delhi. 

Visit to India and Pakistan - Flexible Visa System for Indians (5) 
Question No: 2018/0292 
Navin Shah  
During your visit to India you've stated that you wish to encourage talented Indian people to 
study and work in London and as a way of achieving this called for a more flexible visa system. 
Can you elaborate on this please? And what are your plans to get the visa barriers removed and 
any target to achieve this? 
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Visit to India and Pakistan - Jallianwala Bagh Apology (6) 
Question No: 2018/0293 
Navin Shah  
I totally support your call upon the UK Government to make a full, formal and unreserved 
apology for the massacre. This issue is further supported by a petition in the UK promoted 
recently. What is your strategy to achieve your commitment to create a war memorial to honour 
the Sikh servicemen and women who fought alongside British troops in the First and Second 
World Wars and how can the communities assist to achieve this commendable move? 

Economic/Trade & Cultural Ties with Bangladesh 
Question No: 2018/0294 
Navin Shah  
I am told that due to time constraints you were not able to include a visit to Bangladesh during 
your visit to India and Pakistan. Do you have any plans to establish cultural and 
economic/trade links with Bangladesh? What would be the timeframe for any such ties? 
Bangladesh has been under severe and serious pressure from the issues arising from the 
Rohingya refugees crisis. Is there any way London can support Bangladesh in this matter? 

Links with Developing Countries 
Question No: 2018/0295 
Navin Shah  
Do you have any ambition to expand your vision to incorporate other developing 
countries/cities for mutual benefits from economic and cultural ties? If so, can you state which 
cities you would consider? 

Cycling in London 
Question No: 2018/0296 
Navin Shah  
A survey report of the British Heart Foundation indicates that one in five people in the UK have 
not cycled for more than 10 years. What is the comparative situation in London and how does 
the Mayor plan to encourage more Londoners to get on their bikes? 

Sign Language Week 
Question No: 2018/0297 
Navin Shah  
Do you have any plans to promote Sign Language Week on 12th - 18th March 2018 along with 
recognising the 15th anniversary of BSL recognition? 

Credit unions 
Question No: 2018/0299 
Fiona Twycross  
In what way will you support credit unions in City Hall? 
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Universal Credit and the PRS 
Question No: 2018/0300 
Fiona Twycross  
What impact has the rollout of Universal Credit had on the private rented sector in London? 

Analysis of the Night Time Economy 
Question No: 2018/0301 
Fiona Twycross  
When do you expect to publish the GLA Economics analysis of London's Night Time Economy? 

Unemployed Londoners 
Question No: 2018/0302 
Fiona Twycross  
The Resolution Foundation released a report which found around 300,000 British people 
without jobs or on very low wages are not claiming benefits they are entitled to. How will your 
Economic Development Strategy help these Londoners get the support they need and find 
employment? 

London Living Wage and football clubs (1) 
Question No: 2018/0303 
Fiona Twycross  
Do you expect all Premier League football clubs in London to become London Living Wage 
accredited and if so, when do you expect this to happen? 

London Living Wage and football clubs (2) 
Question No: 2018/0304 
Fiona Twycross  
What barriers are preventing the remaining Premier League football clubs from becoming 
London Living Wage accredited? 

London Living Wage and football clubs (3) 
Question No: 2018/0305 
Fiona Twycross  
What other football clubs in London are you currently working with to become London Living 
Wage accredited? 
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